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ABSTRACT
Well-structured problem-solving involves a stage of (external) representation of the problem to provide a
structure that serves as a shareable object of thought for studying the behavior of the underlying system. A
dominant problem-solving methodology involves state-based representation with an initial state, a goal
state, and a set of transactions. In addition, object-oriented methodology and Unified Modeling Language
(UML) are increasingly utilized for drawing descriptions of a problem space. Petri nets attract designers
(e.g., software) with its formal depictions modeling the behavior of a system. Nevertheless, each of these
methodologies of problem representation has its own weaknesses, especially with regard to incorporating
the features of understandability and simplicity. This paper proposes a different flow-based representation
that has advantages for describing certain types of problems. The resultant description is characterized by
uniform application of the basic structure of a flow system. The new methodology is demonstrated through
sample toy problems, such as the problem of the dining professors.
Keywords: Conceptual Model, Dinning Philosophers, Problem Representation, Problem Solving, StateBased Representation, System Behavior, UML

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Hong [1], “Problem solving has
been one of the dominant fields of research in the
study of human information processing over the
past three decades.” Gestalt psychologists have
researched how to define a problem and develop a
solution and claim that such a process involves
“insight” and “restructuring”. Inability to
conceptualize a problem can hinder solving it.
Newell and Simon's 1972 "Problem Space Theory"
[2] has greatly influenced development of problemsolving methodologies. They proposed that
problem-solving involves a search in a problem
space that has an initial state, a goal state, and a set
of transactions. The solution is achieved by starting
with the initial state and passing through to the goal
state, moving from one state to the next while
applying heuristics or algorithms that systematically
check all potential states. Some problem spaces are
so large that it is very difficult, or sometimes
impossible, to represent the entire space; thus
strategies or heuristics are used to move through
them. A well-structured problem consists of a welldefined initial state, a known goal state, a
constrained set of the logical state, and constraint
parameters [3].

Well-structured problem-solving involves three
stages: (external) representation of the problem, a
search for a solution, and implementation of the
solution [1]. According to Simon [4], “solving a
problem simply means representing it so as to make
the solution transparent.... the ease of solving a
problem is almost completely determined by the
way the problem is conceptualized and
represented.… A well-chosen analogy or diagram
can make all the difference when trying to
communicate a difficult idea to someone, especially
a non-expert in the field” [5].
Experts are better problem solvers than novices
for a number of reasons. The most important
reason is that [experts] construct richer, more
integrated mental representations of problems
than do novices ... Experts are better able to
classify problem types … because their
representations integrate domain knowledge
with problem types. [6] (Italics added)
A representation in this context includes the
underlying structure of possible solutions [7]. The
quality of this representation directly influences
solving of the problem [2][8]. Problem
representation consists of organizing and displaying
the problem and the information required to solve
it, in ways that are appropriate for the problem-
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solving process. This has been addressed in various
ways. This paper focuses on conceptual
diagrammatic representations that assist in
understanding of the semantics of the problem, and
the development of mental models necessary to
create working solutions [9]. In particular, we target
initially pedagogical applications of the results
introduced in the paper, since “a good way of …
teaching all kinds of CS topics is to use
visualization and graphic animation in their various
guises” [10].
“Problem representation” can serve a number of
functions [11], including the following:
- Guiding further interpretation of information
about the problem
- Providing insight into the structure of the problem
- Simulating the behavior of the system based on
knowledge of the properties of the system
- Developing a possible solution
(External) representations also “provide a structure
that can serve as a shareable object of thought…
When someone externalizes a structure, they are
communicating with themselves, as well as making
it possible for others to share with them a common
focus. An externalized structure can be shared as an
object of thought” [12].
The representation is constructed on the basis of
the problem statement, including its features and
environment. A certain problem may have a number
of different representations, with each being more
advantageous for solving the problem than the
others in some way. Representing the problem can
be achieved “by constructing tabular, graphical,
symbolic or verbal representations, and shifting
between representational formats; and formulating
hypotheses by identifying the relevant factors in the
problem and their interrelationships; organizing and
critically evaluating information” [13]. According
to [14], “Experience shows that formalisms
endowed with graphical descriptions are more
accepted by cross-organization’s stake-holders (not
just designers and programmers).”
Finite state machines are typically used to
represent a problem with a finite number of states
and input and output signals. Many tools, e.g.,
microwave ovens, vending machines, and washing
machines, are controlled by the rules of a finite state
machine. Other methods for representing problems
include dataflow diagrams and Petri nets. Recently,
UML has emerged as a tool for creating standard
representations of designs and implementations. It
is not a methodology; rather, it is a diagrammatic
representation that aids in the description and
understanding of systems and offers abstract models
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of systems. Because of the extent of the topic of
methodologies of representation in the field of
problem-solving, we give UML a little more focus
as a particular scheme in this context.
Object-oriented methodology and Unified
Modeling Language (UML, [15]) are increasingly
utilized in modeling systems (e.g., software
development). After all, a system model is a
conceptual representation that reflects the dynamic
behavior of its components that replicate the
system’s conditions and activity.
UML has evolved through extension, especially
in its dynamic representation capabilities. Formal
semantics have been introduced into existing
informal notations [16][17]; for example,
translation algorithms are defined to provide given
specification notations with fixed semantics (e.g.,
UML diagram to Petri nets). “The results are
particular formalizations of some notations, which,
even if well suited for some application domains,
cannot easily be generalized” [18]. The next section
reviews a sample toy problem and its representation
in UML diagrams and Petri nets. This problem is
then re-represented in our flow-based description,
providing a study case that we offer the reader to
contrast various representation methodologies and
to demonstrate the unique features of our new
diagrammatic technique.

2. THE DINING PHILOSOPHERS
PROBLEM
The Dining Philosophers Problem was posed and
solved by Edsger Dijkstra [19] and is often used in
studying
concurrency,
deadlock,
and
synchronization issues. Five philosophers sit around
a table. A chopstick is placed between each pair of
adjacent philosophers. They spend their time
alternately thinking and eating. A philosopher can
eat only when he has both left and right sticks. A
philosopher can use a stick only if it's not being
used by another philosopher. After he finishes
eating, he needs to put down both sticks so they
become available to others. The problem is to
design a solution such that each philosopher won't
starve. A possible solution is as follows.
For each philosopher:
Repeat
pick up left stick
pick up right stick
eat
put the left and right sticks down
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According to Samek [22], the solution to the
problem of the Dining Philosophers is a “need
event-driven system”: “In active object systems, the
generic design strategy for handling such shared
resources is to encapsulate them inside a dedicated
active object and to let that object manage the
shared resources for the rest of the system” [22].
The problem can be represented by drawing a UML
sequence diagram (Figure 1) for the main scenarios
(main use cases). Figure 1 shows the most
representative event exchanges among any two
adjacent philosophers and the Table active objects.

This solution permits a deadlock [19]. Another
solution could incorporate a rule that the
philosophers put down a stick after waiting a certain
time and then waiting a little longer before trying
again. This scheme eliminates the possibility of
deadlock but still suffers from the problem of
starvation. Dijkstra [19] solved the problem by
assigning a partial order to the resources (sticks).
Many solutions have been presented for this
problem, including one in which the philosophers
and chopsticks are conceptualized as separate
classes of objects that communicate via messages.
Here, we are interested in the methodology of
describing the problem. For example, [20] assumes
a head waiter whose task is to receive messages
from the philosophers, assign chopsticks, and serve
as a play-by-play announcer. In this solution the
waiter acts as a “semaphore” that controls access to
a common resource by multiple processes in a
parallel programming environment.

Sequence diagrams … help you discover events
exchanged among active objects. The choice of
signals and event parameters is perhaps the most
important design decision in any event-driven
system. The events affect the other main
application components: events and state
machines of the active objects. [22]
Figure 2 shows the state machines associated
with the Philosopher active object in which the life
cycle consists of the states “thinking”, “hungry”,
and “eating”. “This state machine generates the
HUNGRY event on entry to the “hungry” state and
the DONE event on exit from the “eating” state
because this exactly reflects the semantics of these
events… This actually is the general guideline in
state machine design” [22].

Another solution is that philosophers can eat if
neither of their neighbors are eating, whereas
philosophers who cannot get the second stick must
put down the first stick before trying again. A single
mutual exclusion lock is used with the decision
procedures that can change the states of the
philosophers. To guarantee that no philosopher
starves, one could keep track of the number of times
a hungry philosopher cannot eat when his neighbors
put down their sticks, and a decision procedure for
picking up sticks could be augmented to require that
none of the neighbors are starving. A solution by
Chandy and Misra [21] permits an arbitrary number
of philosophers with an arbitrary number of
resources and specifies that "the philosophers do
not speak to each other".

QF

While this presents an unfair description of the
solution to the problem, it is sufficient for our
purpose, which is focused on the representation of
the problem, not on the scheme of the solution. This
paper will suggest an alternative conceptual
description based on the notion of flow.

Philo[n]
thinking
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(1)

(2)

Philo[m]

Table]

thinking

thinking

TIMEOUT

(3)
hungry

TIMEOUT (6)

eating
hungry

TIMEOUT

HUNGRY(m)
(5)

(4)

EAT(m)
(7)

HUNGRY(n)
(8)

DONEm)

thinking

(10)

EAT(n)
eating

Figure 1. The Sequence Diagram Of The DPP Application (Partial, From [22])
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thinking

active

entry/
exit/
TIMEOUT

TERMINATE/
EAT/
Q_ERROR();

EAT, DONE/
serving

hungry

HUNGRY/
[both free] /

EAT,
[Q_EVT_CAST(TableEvt)->p... ==
PHILO_ID(me)]
DONE/

eating

paused

….

….

Else /

….

….

Figure 2. State Machines Associated With The Philosopher Active Object And Table Active Object (Partial, From
[22])

Another known framework for describing
behavioral aspects in different kinds of problems is
the Petri net specification. Petri nets differentiate
between states and activities with graphical
representation in addition to formal description.
Figure 3 shows a version of the Petri net
representation of the dining philosophers problem.

Examining these diagrams, one might wonder
whether such representations are suitable as a first
step in approaching the solution, which is to draw a
conceptual description of the behavior needed to
arrive at the solution. A conceptual description
ought to be completely, to use Jackson’s
terminology [23], independent from structuring the
world domain in the machine domain. The process
described above jumps from the English description
to specification of sequence and state diagrams. The
result seems to indicate a gap in communicating the
nature of the problem and its proposed solution.
The fragmented conceptual picture of sequence
diagram and state diagram, patched with English
and hindered by programming details, creates a
mosaic of shifting focus for the problem solver and
learner. Additionally, “The Unified Modeling
Language has been shown to be complex and
difficult to learn. The difficulty of learning to build
the individual diagrams in the UML, however, has
received scant attention” [24].

Philosopher Pi may be in one of the two states,
either eating or thinking, corresponding
respectively to (presence of a token in) the
places Pi_E and Pi_T. Each fork is modeled by
a corresponding place, where the presence of a
token indicates the availability of the fork.
When philosopher’s state changes from thinking
to eating (resp. eating to thinking), the two forks
on its left and right become no more available
(resp. available again). Initially, all philosophers
are thinking and thus all forks are available. [14]

Eat1

Fork2

Fork1

Eat2
P1_E

Eat5

P1_T
P1_E

P1_E
P1_T

Release5

Release1
Release4

P1_T

P1_E

Release2

P1_T

Release3

P1_E

Fork3

P1_T

Fork5
Eat4

Eat3

Fork4

Figure 3. The Dining Philosopher Problem As A Petri Net (From [14]).
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Applying “firing rules” to the initial marking of
Figure 3 results in new markings. There are many
variants of Petri-net extensions for different reasons
(e.g., [25]–[29]). Zafar [14], for example, proposes
algebraic Petri nets to “support the construction of
concise, but nevertheless comprehensible and
transparent models of real-world systems.”
Nevertheless, according to Zafar [14],
Formalisms such as high-level Petri nets still
remain hardly understandable and accepted by
(cross) organization stakeholders (e.g. managers,
users, customers and even programmers), we are
going to promote the practicability and the wideusability through the early adoption of semiformal diagrammatical and standardised artifacts
both for structural and behavioral features in
service-driven applications. More precisely, all
structural features of service-driven business
applications are first described using stereo-typed
UML 2.0 use-cases and class-diagrams.
Behavioral aspects are captured through eventdriven business rules, which are inherently
understandable,
evolving
and
processindependent. Only after such widely acceptable
and accessible semi-formal descriptions, of any
service-driven application at hand, we then
forward a smooth and semi-automatic shifting
towards the proposed rigorous service-driven
Petri Nets formalism. [14] (Italics added)
Hence, such factors as the huge investment in
development of standard ULM, or the available
formalism of Petri nets, ought not to discourage
new ventures to propose other models with the
same objectives. Accordingly, the contribution of
this paper is to propose such a new model that can
be incorporated into current methodologies.
In preparation for recasting the representation of
the dining philosophers problem in terms of our
methodology, and to make this paper selfcontained, the next section briefly reviews
published materials describing the model that will
be used as the basis for a description [30–33]. This
paper applies this model in the area of problem
representation in the context of problem-solving.
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The Flowthing Model (FM) was inspired by the
many types of flows that exist in diverse fields,
such as, for example, supply chain flow, money
flow, and data flow in communication models. This
model is a diagrammatic schema that uses
flowthings to represent a range of items that can be
data, information, objects, or signals. FM also
provides the modeler the freedom to draw the
system using flowsystems that include six stages, as
follows:
• Arrive: A flowthing reaches a new flowsystem
(e.g., a buffer in a router)
• Accepted: A flowthing is permitted to enter the
system (e.g., no wrong address for a delivery); if
arriving flowthings are also accepted, Arrive and
Accept can be combined as a Received stage.
• Processed (changed): The flowthing goes
through some kind of transformation that changes
its form but not its identity (e.g., compressed,
colored, etc.)
• Released: A flowthing is marked as ready to be
transferred (e.g., airline passengers waiting to
board)
• Created: A new flowthing is born (created) in the
system (a data mining program generates the
conclusion Application is rejected for input data)
• Transferred: The flowthing is transported
somewhere outside the flowsystem (e.g., packets
reaching ports in a router, but still not in the
arrival buffer)
These stages are mutually exclusive, i.e., a
flowthing in the process stage cannot be in the
created stage or the released stage at the same time.
Figure 4 shows the structure of a flowsystem. A
flowthing is a thing that has the capability of being
created, released, transferred, arrived, accepted, or
processed while flowing within and between
systems. A flowsystem depicts the internal flows of
a system with the six stages and transactions among
them. FM also uses the following notions:
Create

Release

Transfer

Process

Accept

Arrive

Receive

3. FLOWTHING MODEL
Figure 4. Flowsystem

To make this paper self-contained, the materials
in this section are summarized from a series of
papers that have applied the model in several
application areas [30]-[33].

• Spheres and subspheres: These are the
environments of the flowthing, such as a
company and the departments within it, an
instrument, a computer, an embedded system, a
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component, and so forth. A sphere can have
multiple flowsystems in its construction if needed.
• Triggering: Triggering is a transformation
(denoted in FM diagrams by a dashed arrow)
from one flow to another, e.g., flow of electricity
triggers the flow of air. If a sphere has one
flowsystem, then the two flows can be
represented by one box.
A flowsystem need not include all the stages; for
example, an archiving system might use only the
stages Arrive, Accept, and Release. Multiple
systems captured by FM can interact with each
other by triggering events related to one another in
their spheres and stages.

It may be argued that data can be in a
stored state, which is not included as a
stage of a flowsystem; however, stored is
not a primary state, because data can be
stored after being created, hence it is
stored created data, or it is stored after
being processed, hence it is stored
processed data, and so on. Because current
models of software and hardware do not
differentiate between these states of stored
data, we will assume flowsystems with
unified storage.
In addition to the fundamental characteristic of
flow in FM, the following types of possible
operations exist in different stages:
1. Copying: Copy is an operation such that
flowthing f => f. That is, it is possible to copy f to
produce another flowthing f in a system S. In this
case, S is said to be S with copying feature, or, in
short, Copy S. For example, any informational
flowsystem can be copy S, while physical
flowsystems are non-copying S. Notice that in copy
S, stored f may have its copy in a non-stored state.
It is possible that copying is allowed in certain
stages and not in others.
2. Erasure: Erasure is an operation such that
flowthing f => e, where e denotes the empty
flowthing. That is, it is possible to erase a flowthing
in S. In this case, S is said to be S with erasure
feature, or, in short, erasure S. Erasure can be used
for a single instance, all instances in a stage, or all
instances in S.
3. Canceling: Anti-flowthing f – (f with superscript –
) is a flowthing such that (f – + f) => e, where e
denotes the empty flowthing, and + denotes the
presence of f – and f.
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It is possible that the anti-flowthing f – is declared
in a stage or a flowsystem. If flowthing f triggers
the flow of flowthing g, then the anti-flowthing f –
triggers anti-flowthing g –.
An example of the use of these FM features is
erasure of a flow, as in the case of a customer who
orders a product, then cancels the order. This may
require cancellation of several flows in different
spheres triggered by the original order.
Formally, FM can be specified as FM = {Si
({Fj}, Tl), {( Fij, Fij)}, 1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m, 1≤l≤t}
That is, FM is a set of spheres S1, ...Sn, each with its
own flowsystems Fij,... Fim. T is a type of flowthing
T1,..., Tt. Also, F is a graph with vertices V that is a
(possibly proper) subset, {Arrive*, Accept*,
Process*, Create*, Release*, Transfer*}, where the
asterisks indicate secondary stages.
Example: Consider the “Vacuum World” toy
problem [34]. It is noted that “The problem-solving
approach has been applied to a vast array of task
environments. They tend not to have a single
agreed-upon description, so we will do our best
describing the formulations used” [34]. The
problem is formulated as follows [34]:
• States: The state is determined by both the agent
location and the dirt locations. The agent is in
one of two locations, each of which might or
might not contain dirt.
• Initial State: Any state.
• Actions: Each state has just three actions: Left,
Right, and Suck
• Transition: The actions have their expected
effects, except that moving Left in the leftmost
square, moving Right in the rightmost square,
and Sucking in a clean square have no effect.
• Goal Test: This checks whether all the squares
are clean.
• Path Cost: Each step costs 1, so the path cost is
the number of steps in the path.
Figure 5 shows the state space for Vacuum World.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding FM
representation of the same problem. Assume that
the cleaning machine starts in location 0, cleans the
dirt (if there is any), then flows to location 1 to do
the same thing, then stops. A simple pseudo code
may be presented as follows:
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If location (i), then clean it;
Move to location (Mod(i+1));
If location (i), then clean it;
stop;
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Figure 5. The State Space For The Vacuum World (From [34]).

Location
0

Process
(Cleaning)

Release

Receive
Transfer

Transfer

Receive

Process
(Cleaning)

Release

Location
2

Figure 6. FM-Based Representation Of The Vacuum Cleaning Problem

Note the difference in the size of representations in
Figure 6 in comparison with Figure 5, where n
locations has n * 22 states; thus, for 4 locations
there are 16 states.

Process
(Cleaning)

Figure 7 shows the FM representation of 4
locations. For example, if the machine is in location
0, it can move to location 1 or 3. Writing a solution
for this case is not difficult.

Receive

Release

Location 0

Transfer

Transfer

Receive

Process
(Cleaning)

Location 1
Release

Release

Location 2

Process
(Cleaning)

Receive

Transfer

Transfer

Receive

Location 3
Release

Figure 7. FM-Based Representation Of The Vacuum Cleaning Problem With 4 Locations
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4. DINING PHILOSOPHERS PROBLEM
REVISITED
Returning to the Dining Philosophers problem,
Figure 8 shows the FM-based representation.
Instead of sequence and statechart diagrams
complemented with annotations and descriptions
that try to present a glued-together single
conceptual account, FM provides a uniform
description in a single framework.
Starting at circle 1 in Figure 8, a stick is released
from the table. This means that a philosopher grabs
the stick, and from the table’s point of view, it is
free to be used (3). When the philosopher actually
moves the stick to his/her mouth, the stick is in the
transfer state (circle 2). In this condition, scrutiny
of the event occurs: is the right-hand stick also
being transferred (4)? If not, the stick is marked as
“not used” (5), and the philosopher is triggered (6)
to the waiting state. In the waiting state, and after a
fixed time (8), the philosopher tries (triggers –
circle 9) to release (10) the stick again.
If the right stick is also being transferred, then
the stick flows to the philosopher (11) to be
received and used in eating. When he or she is
finished eating (12), the philosopher releases the
left stick (13), triggering him/her to think (14).
Also, when the stick is received on the table (15),
this triggers (16) a change in the state of the stick to
“Not used”. Identical events occur with respect to
the right-hand stick (lower part of the figure).
14
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One event can occur which we could not find in
the sources about this problem, and that is when a
philosopher releases one stick while not releasing
the other (holding it in hand). It is possible to force
release and transfer of both sticks simultaneously
using a similar test as when forcing the two sticks
to move simultaneously from the table (circle 4,
and corresponding testing in the right stick
flowsystem). In our case, we permit this situation;
hence, the philosopher goes to the state of thinking.
In the state of thinking, after a fixed time (17),
the philosopher tries (triggers – circle 18) to release
(1) the stick again. Similar events occur with the
right stick, starting from release.
Figure 8 can be used in searching for a solution
to the Dining Philosophers problem. The search can
start at any position of the philosophers in the
diagram. Currently known strategies can be applied
to the FM representation. Figure 9 shows a sample
simple search pseudo code for simulating the events
in the problem representation. It is assumed that the
philosophers start in the thinking state and that they
finish thinking one after another. The simulation
can be ended in several ways, such as finding a
cycle (every philosopher thinks, eats at least once)
where no deadlock or starvation occurs.
However, we will not go into the details of a
certain solution, since the objective of this paper is
to demonstrate a new representation that can be
used only for explaining the problem and its related
features such as deadlock and concurrency.

4

6

If Left is not transferred
Receive 15

13 Release
Transfer

Not used

used

3

Wait

12 Eating (ti’’ time)
RightState

used

Not used

Right

Create
ti time,
then:

7

Released

Receive
Release

8

Transfer

19

Transfer

Received
If Left is not transferred

PHILOSOPHER: STICKS

TABLE:STICKS

Figure 8. The FM representation of the Dining Philosophers problem
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PHILOSOPHER

9

16

5
Left State

1

PHILOSOPH
ER

2

Transfer

left

18

Release

11

Receive

Think

Create
t’ time,
then:

17
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For all i, Think(i)
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Thinking(i)
wait ti
left(i)
Right(i)

Left (i)
if (left (i) = used) then Wait(i) else (left (i) = used)}
if (Right (i) = used) then
{left(i) = NotUsed, Think(i), Wait(i) }
Eat(i)
Think(i)

Right (i)
if (Right (i) = used) then (Wait(i)) else (Right (i) = used)}
if (Left (i) = used) then
{Right(i) = NotUsed, Wait(i)}
Eat(i)
Think(i)

Figure 9. Possible Simple Pseudo Search For Solution To The Dining Philosophers Problem

5. CONCLUSION

[6] Jonassen DH. (2005). Tools for representing

Methodologies of representation used in
problem-solving include state, UML, and Petri-net
diagrams. Each has its own advantages and
weaknesses, especially in regard to the features of
understandability and simplicity. This paper has
proposed a different flow-based representation that
is based on the notion of flow and characterized by
uniform application of the basic structure of a flow
system. The new methodology is demonstrated
through sample toy problems.
We are currently exploring areas of application
for such a methodology of representation, as in the
case of presenting it as a first phase in describing a
problem to students, instead of, say, UML
diagrams. It is possible that FM can be utilized in
actual searches for solutions.
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